Edxie Betts is a Black Pilipinx Siksika tGNC liberation artist and organizer. They often workshop at different schools across the country, raising awareness around collective work, decolonial struggle, and the power of collective consent. Their work consists of critical self-collective reflections, bringing support to political prisoners, restorative mediation work, emphasizing art as cultural production for the sake of inspiring healing, countering co-optation/dominant narrative, collective liberation through autonomous self-organizing, and direct action.

RECLAIMING OUR CONSENT:
CONFRONTING HARM:
GENDER, RACE, & CLASS BORDERS
5:00 PM - 6:30 PM // APRIL 5, 2017
Women’s Resource Center
Student Union, 4th Floor

BROWN BAG LUNCH
12:00PM - 1:00PM // APRIL 5, 2017
LGBTQ+ Resource Center
Student Union, 4th Floor

Follow Edxie and us:
@bettsrevolt, @ualgbtqresourcecenter
RSVP and invite friends:
fb.com/ASUPrideAlliance